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The bandwidths of labeled, rooted trees are studied. It is shown that the average 
bandwidth of trees of n vertices is > C, ,,& and < Cz s. The width of such a 
tree is the largest number of vertices at a constant distance from the root. The dis- 
tribution of the width and its relationship with the bandwidth are studied. Results 
include generating functions for trees by width, and asymptotic estimates. c 1987 
Academx Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Let f be some assignment of distinct integers to the vertices of a graph G. 
The width b(f) of f is 
B(f) = max If(u) -f(v)l. Cu. u)eE(G) 
(1.1) 
We will call such a function a layout, and if its width is < K, then it is a 
K-layout of the vertices of G. 
The bandwidth of the graph G is then 
B(G) = mjn P(S). (1.2) 
The following problem is known (Papadimitriou [lo] ) to be NP-complete: 
Given a graph G and a positive integer K. Is the bandwidth of G < K? In [IS], 
Garey, Graham, Johnson, and Knuth showed that the question remains 
* A condensed summary of the results of this paper has appeared in “Graph Theory with 
Applications to Algorithms and Computer Science,” (Y. Alavi et al., Eds.), Wiley, New York, 
1985. 
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NP-complete even if G is restricted to the class of trees, and even more, if 
the trees have no vertex of degree greater than 3. In [12] Saxe gave an 
elegant algorithm that, for K fixed, decides in polynomial time if a graph 
has a bandwidth d K, hence the problem becomes difficult only when K 
and V (the number of vertices of G) become large together. 
The authors of [4] raised a number of questions for further 
investigation, one of which asked for information regarding the distribution 
of bandwidths of graphs. In [ 141 Turner has given a number of such 
results. In particular, he has shown that under very natural probability dis- 
tributions, the average bandwidth of a graph is very close to its number of 
vertices. In this paper we study the distribution of the bandwidths of trees. 
The results in this case are quite different. 
We observe first (Theorem 2.1) that almost all (in the sense of 
labeled trees) trees of n vertices have bandwidths larger than &/g(n) 
(g(n) --f co), and that the average bandwidth of trees of n vertices is at 
least C & (Theorem 2.2). 
Next we describe a particular layout of the vertices of a tree that has a 
relatively small width. That layout is based on the Zayers of the tree, i.e., the 
sets of vertices at constant distances from the root. We then study the dis- 
tributions of the properties of labeled trees that are important in the 
analysis of this special layout. In particular, we introduce the idea of the 
profile of a tree. If T is rooted at vertex # 1, then let i,. be the number of 
vertices of T that are at a distance r from the root (r = 0, 1, 2,...). The vec- 
tor i is the profile of T. 
We give an exact count (Theorem 2.4) of the labeled trees that have a 
given profile vector i. 
If the width of T is the largest entry of the profile vector, then we show 
that the vertices of a tree T can always be assigned a layout whose width is 
at most twice the width of T. Iff(n, D) is the number of trees of iz vertices 
that have width d D, we derive a quite explicit generating function 
(Theorem 3.2) for f; one that is similar to a kind of determinant that was 
first studied by Major MacMahon [7] in connection with his “Master 
Theorem.” 
We then consider the asymptotic behavior of f(n, D) for fixed D and 
large n. The exact determination of this behavior involves a close study of 
the roots of a determinantal equation that is similar to, but by no means 
identical to, the characteristic equation of a matrix. It is, for example, of 
degree ( n : l ) for an n x n matrix. Fortunately, the similarity is sufficiently 
great that we are able to construct (Section 4, below), virtually intact, a 
theory of Perron-Frobenius type (see Cantmacher [S]) concerning the 
location of the roots of this kind of determinantal equation. We call this 
the theory of the e-values and e-vectors of a square matrix of positive 
entries. 
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With the aid of these root location theorems we will find, rather 
explicitly, the leading term of the asymptotic behavior of the number of 
n-trees whose width does not exceed D, for large IZ and fixed D 
(Theorem 5.1), and this in turn will lead to estimates of the number of trees 
of bandwidth d D (Theorem 5.2). 
Finally, in Section 6, we prove that the average width of trees of n 
vertices is O(JG), and therefore that the average bandwidth of trees 
of IZ vertices is also O(JG). 
2. THE BANDWIDTH OF TREES 
In our study of the bandwidths of trees we will consider labeled trees 
only. We must remark that the labels on the vertices of a labeled tree will 
never be used for any bandwidth determination. Instead, we will always 
assign a layout to its vertices in some other way. 
The consequence of this decision to discuss bandwidths of labeled trees, 
rather than of unlabeled trees, is then precisely the following: the “almost 
all” in an assertion of the form “almost all trees of y1 vertices have...” will be 
in the sense of labeled trees. Again, a statement to the effect that “the 
bandwidth of the labeled tree T is 6 x” will, of course, mean that there is 
an x-layout of the vertices of T, but will never mean that the naturally 
occurring labels on the vertices constitute such a layout. 
First we quote the following well-known 
LEMMA 2.1. In a graph of n vertices and diameter d, the bandwidth is 
>/ (n- 1)/d. In a tree T of n vertices and height h, the bandwidth is 
3 (n - 1)/(2h). 
Now in Renyi and Szekeres [ 11] (see [ 131, [4] for further results on the 
distribution of heights of trees) it is shown that if g(n) + CC as n + cc, then 
almost all labeled trees T have 
height(T) < & g(n). (2.1) 
This, together with the lemma, yields 
THEOREM 2.1. Fix a function g(n) such thut g(n) + CC as n + 30. Then 
almost all labeled trees T of n vertices have bandwidth(T) > &/g(n). 
The next result gives a slightly sharper lower estimate for the average 
bandwidth. In Theorem 6.1 we will give the upper bound O(v:;l]ogn) for 
this average. 
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THEOREM 2.2. 
CJL 
The average bandwidth of trees of n vertices is larger than 
Prooj By Lemma 2.1, the average bandwidth of n-trees is at least 
(n - 1)/2 times the average of the reciprocals of the heights of such trees. 
By the harmonic-mean arithmetic-mean inequality, the average of the 
reciprocals is not less than the reciprocal of the average height. The average 
height of trees of n vertices is (Renyi and Szekeres [ 111) - @, and the 
proof is complete. m 
In the following we will consider vertex # 1 to be the root of the tree T. 
Define the ith layer of the tree to be 
9(i)= {VE V(T)Idist(v, l)=i} (i=O, l,...). (2.2) 
We write h = h( T) for the height of T (relative to the root l), namely 
h(T)=max{ilLZ(i)#@}. (2.3) 
Further, we write i, = IY(m)l (m = 0, l,..., h). 
DEFINITION. By the width W(T) of a labeled tree T we mean 
W(T)=maxi,. 
m (2.4) 
THEOREM 2.3. The bandwidth fi(T) and the width W(T) of a labeled tree 
T satisfy 
,8(T)<2W(T)- 1. (2.5) 
ProoJ We assign a layout f to V(T). First f(l) = 1. Inductively, if 
layout labels f(v) have been assigned to all vertices v E Y(j), then the inter- 
val 
[i,+ ... +i,+l,i,+ ... +ijtI] 
will be the set of labels that will be used in the layout of layer Z’(j + 1). 
Further, these labels will be assigned in an arbitrary manner, say, to fix 
ideas, in the same order of size as the original labels of these vertices. 
In Fig. 1 there is shown a tree first with its original vertex labels, and 
second with the vertex layout described above shown at the vertices. This is 
a lo-layout, so the bandwidth of the tree shown is at most 10. 
Consider 1 f(v’) -f (v”)l for some edge (v’, v”) of T. If v’ E 9(j) and 
u” E P’(j + 1 ), then by construction, the difference If (v’) - f(v”)l is at most 
ij + ij + 1 - 1, and the proof is complete. i 
582b/42/3-7 
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FIGURE 1 
Theorem 2.3 establishes an upper bound for the bandwidth of a tree in 
terms of the width of the tree. We remark here that in the other direction 
no such simple bound can exist. To be more precise, we now give,’ for each 
fixed positive integer n, an example of a tree whose width is n + 1 but whose 
bandwidth is just 2. 
To construct such trees T(n) of bandwidth 2, with root labeled 0, of 
width n + 1 and height 2*-l, proceed as follows. Let T( 1) be the 2-path, 
labeled l-0-2. To construct 7’(n) for n > 1, begin with a 2”-‘-path P(n) 
labeled as 
o-2-4-6- . . . -2k-. -2”- I- 
(2”~‘-I)-(2”-‘-3)-...-@k-l) -...e 1. 
Obtain T(n - 1) from T(n - 1) by adding 2”- ’ to each label. Then identify 
the vertices labeled 2”-’ in T(n - 1) and P(n) to construct r(n). 1 
We turn our attention to the study of the widths of trees. For a 
probabilistic study of the layers of trees see Stepanov [ 133. It is convenient 
to introduce the entire profile of a tree, by which we mean the vector 
i(T) = (iO, i, ,..., ih), where i, = 19(m)/ (m = 0, h). The tree shown in Fig. 1 
has profile (1, 1, 2, 3, 8). A tree of profile (1, 3, 2, 5, 2) is shown in Fig. 2. 
We will use the symbol Ii/ to mean the sum of the entries of the vector i. 
Since W(T) is the largest entry in the profile vector i, we will study W(T) 
by first finding N(i), the number of labeled trees that have profile vector i 
(note that every such tree has n = lit vertices). 
L Our thanks to the referee for this improvement of an example of ours 
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FIGURE 2 
THEOREM 2.4. The number N(i) of labeled trees whose profile vector is i 
is 
. . 
N(i) = (Ii1 - l)! $ $...$. (2.6) 
ProoJ: Let T be a tree of height h - 1 whose profile vector is 
i(T) = (i,,, il ,..., i,- r). We will adjoin a new layer, the hth, to T, and that 
new layer will contain exactly i, vertices, as follows. 
Step 1. Re-label the vertices 2,..., n of T, preserving the order of the 
labels, and using for label set some (n - 1)-subset of [2, 3,..., n + ih]. This 
can be done in 
(n;-;ih)=(n--fh+ih) 
ways (note that n=i,+i,+ ... +i,-,). 
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Step 2. Adjoin the i, new vertices to V(T), and assign to them the so- 
far-unused set of i, labels (1 way to do this). 
Step 3. Choose m = i,-, nonnegative integers t,, t2,..., t,, whose sum 
is i,. Choose t, of the new vertices and connect them by new edges to the 
vertex of LZ(h - 1) of smallest label. Then choose t, of the remaining new 
vertices and connect them to the vertex of L!?(h - 1) of next smallest label, 
etc. This step can be done in exactly 
x{( ;;)(ih,tl)...)=L 
ways. 
It follows that 
N(i,, i, ,...) ih) = N( i,, il ,..., i&-l) ( n-:h+ih) itPI, 
where n = i, + i, + . . . + ih ~ 1. Now by induction on the height, the proof is 
complete. 1 
As an example of Theorem 2.4, we find that exactly 
1’ 1223 3’ 
14! - - - - = 9,457,298,432 
l! 2! 3! 8! 
of the 56,693,954,183,168 trees of 14 vertices have the same profile 
(1, 1, 2, 3, S} as the tree in Fig. 1. 
3. GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
In this section we will develop some generating functions that are 
relevant to the distribution of trees by widths. One of these will be the mul- 
tivariate generator of trees by their profile vectors, and it will turn out to 
satisfy a functional equation (Eq. (3.4), below) that generalizes the familiar 
equation that is the basis for several proofs of Cayley’s theorem. The 
second one (Eq. (3.9) below) will be a rather unusual kind that will 
generate the numbers of trees by their widths. It will be in matrix form, and 
it will be the starting point for the asymptotic analysis of the growth of the 
numbers of trees with given width. 
First we consider the generating function T(x), in infinitely many 
variables x = (x,, xi,...), that is defined by 
m,=c 
Xi(T) 
7- (I un - 1Y 
X& 
=x,+x,x, + 2! 
x0x1 x2 -+ 2 2! + .-.> (3.1) 
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where the sum is over all trees of all sizes, and i(T) is the profile vector of 
T. After (2.6), of course, we know that 
: 
qx) = 7 I” y-“y 1, x$x:‘e... 
1 . 12 !...l, . 
(3.2) 
Our purpose here, though, is to observe that the series T(x) satisfies a 
simple functional equation that generalizes the familiar equation Y = xe’ 
that is satisfied by the series 
n-lx?! 
Y(x)= c ‘II. 
n>l . 
(3.3) 
To write down the analogous functional equation in the present case we 
will use the right shift operator 9 that is defined by 
B(x,, x1 )...) = (1, x(), xr )... ). 
THEOREM 3.1. The function T(x) satisfies the equation 
T(92x) = exp( T(x)). (3.4) 
Note. Equation (3.4) reduces to the familiar Y= x expl( Y) if all xi are 
set equal to x. 
Proof: We construct a tree of given profile from the root end, instead of 
by adding one more layer to a pre-existing tree, as in the proof of (2.6). If a 
profile vector i = (i,, i, ,... ) is given, then write n = Iii, and build a tree of 
profile i as follows: 
(a) Choose a set of labels for the i, vertices in layer 1 (( II i, l) ways to 
do this). 
(b) Fix an ordered i,-tuple of profile vectors jl,..., ji, whose sum is 
(il, iz,...). 
(c) Choose trees T, ,..., Ti, of profiles j, ,..., j,, respectively. 
(d) For each k := 1 to i, do 
(i) Relabel the root vertex (vertex # 1) of Tk with the label of kth 
rank in the set that was chosen in part (a) above. 
(ii) Choose new labels for the remaining lj,l - 1 vertices of the tree 
Tk from the set [n] - {l} - {labels used in (a)} - {labels used in 
this step on earlier values of k} and affix them, preserving the order 
of the former labels. 
(e) Join each of the roots of the trees constructed in part (c) to a 
new vertex # 1, to complete the construction. 
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If we count the ways in which each of the above steps can be done we 
obtain the identity 
N(i)= C 
(n -  l)! Wl) WJ.. .Wi, )  
~j=(i,,i*,,,,) ~1!(l11l - 1Y(lj21 - l)!...(l.iitl - I)!’ 
which is easily seen to be equivalent to (3.4). 1 
Now we are going to look at quite a different kind of generating 
function, this time for f(n, II), the number of labeled trees of n vertices 
whose widths are d D, i.e., whose profile vectors have all of their entries 
<D. By Theorem 2.4 we have the formula 
f(n>D)=(n-I)! c c lilip,,,iih h-l 
i, ! i, !...i, ! (3.5) ha0 l<il,...,&,<D 
lil=n-1 
and our next task will be to find a civilized generating function for this 
quantity. 
Consider the D x D matrix Y that is defined by 
Y,,,Z 
j! 
(i, j = l,..., D) (3.6) 
where t is an indeterminate. Then the hth power of Y has entries 
(yhh,ih= c 
1 ilp .iih 
I” h-l 
t 
i, + i2 + + ih 
> 
1 c I ,,..., i*-, < D i, ! i, !...i, ! 
and so 
This leads us to 
THEOREM 3.2. If D is a fixed positive integer, and if the D x D matrix Y 
is defined by (3.6), and if f (n, D) is the number of trees of n vertices and 
width <D, then we have the generating function 
2 (I- yy= 1 f(n+13D)p 
I 
I=1 FZ>O n. 
in which the series converges for small t. 
EXAMPLE. Take D = 2. Then 
Y= 
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(I-y)-'=(1-t-2~2+t3)-1 1,:’ ( 
2 t2/% 
l-t ) 
and from (3.7), 
1 f(n -t- L2) t” = 
1 - It2 
2 
?Z>O n! l-t-2t2+t3 
=1+t+3;+15;+... 
The 15 trees that have 4 vertices and widths d 2 are shown in Fig. 3. 
The asymptotic behavior off(n, 2) depends on the zero of 1 - t - 2t’ + t3 
that is closest to the origin. It is the positive real number 0.5549581..., and 
so we have 
lim j(n, 2)lln = (0.5549581...))’ 
n+m 
= 1.8019377.... 1 
In the general case we have to deal with the generating function (3.7), 
which is somewhat similar to a type that was first studied by MacMahon 
in his “Master Theorem.” For D fixed, the asymptotic behavior off(n, D) 
will be governed by the smallest root of the equation 
det(1- Y) = 0. (3.9) 
If we let t = l/A, then (3.9) can be written as 
(3.10) 
This equation is reminiscent of the characteristic equation of a matrix, 
but the appearance of powers of A on the diagonal destroys the illusion. 
0 
I 
f 
0 
0 
(6 TREES) . 
(6 TREES) 
A e 
(3 TREES) 
FIGURE 3 
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Equation (3.10) is a polynomial equation of degree ( D z ’ ) in A, and so it 
has (D2f1) roots in the complex plane. We are interested in the one(s) of 
largest absolute value. 
We will prove, in the next section, that there is just one root of largest 
absolute value and it is real and positive. Next we give a minimax charac- 
terization of that root, a la Perron and Frobenius. 
The D(f) + 1)/2 roots of Eq. (3.10) will be called the e-value.s of the 
matrix shown there. The next section is devoted to the study of the e-values 
of general square matrices with positive entries. In Section 5 the results will 
be applied to the asymptotics of the number of trees with given width. 
4. THE e-VALUES OF A MATRIX 
Let A = (u,,~) be a D x D matrix. By the e-values of A we mean the roots 
3 bi,“., & (N= ( “; l )) of the polynomial equation 
det[A’6i,j-ai,j]~i=1=0. (4.1) 
Corresponding to each e-value there is a > l-dimensional space of 
e-vectors x E CD that satisfy 
f u;,ixj=/z’xi (i=l,..., D). 
j=l 
The e-values of the D x D identity matrix, for example, are all of the jth 
roots of unity, for each i = l,..., D. 
We will assume henceforth that the entries a, j of A are strictly positive, 
and we write 
P=~~{“i, j> >O; M= maxia,, j>. (4.2) 
L j 
Our aim is now to obtain a variational description of the largest e-value 
of A. If x = (x1 )...) xD) is some vector, we write 
Z(x)= (ill <i<D, x,#O). (4.3) 
Further, we let QD denote the “lirst quadrant of the unit sphere,” defined 
by 
Q, = {x 1 11x// = 1; xi B 0 (Vi= l,..., 0)). 
Clearly QD is a compact subset of RD. 
For x E QD let 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
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LEMMA 4.1. r is a continuous function of x in Q,. 
ProojI Clearly if all xi > 0 then r is continuous at x. Now suppose some 
xj= 0. Since 11x(/ = 1, we have 16 IZ(x)l <D - 1. Fix numbers E, 6 such that 
0<6<min{2Mfi, min xi}, 
itI 
Consider the neighborhood v(x) of x that is defined by 
V(X)= J’EQD IJ’i<E(Vi#I(X)), J’i>i(ViEI(x)) 
i 
We claim that for all y E v(x), 
If so then in the computation of r(y), for y E v(x), we will need to look only 
at the i E I(x), and therefore r will be continuous at x also. 
To establish the claim, we have if y E v(x) and ie I(y) -I(x), 
On the other hand, for iel(x), 
completing the proof. 1 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let x* be a point of QD at which r attains its maximum 
value. Then for i = l,..., D we have (x*)~ > 0. 
Proof. If, say, (x*)i = 0 then consider y = x* + E( 1, O,..., 0). For all small 
E, r(y) > r(x*). Since r(cy) =r(y), the same is true of y/llyi\ E Q,, a con- 
tradiction. 
LEMMA 4.3. For every x E QD, the number r(x), defined by (4.5), has the 
property that 
r(x) =max(rI (Ax)i-r’x,>O (Vi= l,..., D)}. (4.6) 
ProoJ: The number r(x) is a member of the set of r shown on the right 
since for i E I(x), 
i I 
Wh “I > r(x). 
oi’ (4.7) 
If r’ > r(x) also has this property then 
(AXli - 2 (r’)’ 
xi 
(i6 I(x)) 
and so 
contradicting the definition (4.5) of r(x). 1 
LEMMA 4.4. Let x* give a maximum value to r(x) in QD. Then 
(Ax*)~ - ri(x*)i = 0 (i = l,..., D). (4.8) 
ProoJ: Suppose not. Then there is a nonempty set U such that 
(Ax*), - ri(x*)i > 0 (i E W, 
(Ax*)~-#(~*)~=O (i$ U). 
Let yi= (x*)~+-E for iE U, Y~=(x*)~ for i$ U. Then for ie U we have 
(Ay)i-r’yi=(Ax*)i-r’(x*)j+.s{~uai,j-ri] 
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and this will remain > 0 for small positive E. On the other hand, for i$ U, 
(Ay),-r’y,= (Ax*)i-r’(x*)j+& c aj,J 
i je U 
=E C ai,j 
je U 
and these are also > 0 for small positive E. Thus if we write z = y//jyij, then 
ZEQ, and 
(AZ), - ViZi > 0 (Vi = l,..., D). 
Therefore r < r(z) by Lemma 4.3, so r is not maximum in QD, a contradic- 
tion. 1 
DEFINITION. The principal e-root of a matrix A of positive entries is the 
number 
r=r(A)=mQyr(x)=max min 
QD fc1(x) 
(4.9) 
DEFINITION. An e-root-vector x of A is a vector x for which r(x) = r(A). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be a D x D matrix of positive entries. Let r = r(A) 
be its principal e-root. Define 
Then 
E(J,)=E(l;A)=det[/ZiSi,j-ai,i]if)j=l. (4.10) 
(i) The number r is a root of largest absolute value of the equation 
E(r) = 0, i.e., r is an e-value of A of largest modulus. An e-root vector 
corresponding to r is an e-vector of A belonging to the e-value r. 
(ii) r = r(A) satisfies the inequalities 
,=~~D ,gl ai,i l’i~rGi~~fD { If ai,j)‘.i. 
i 1 
(4.11) 
1, , , j=l 
(iii) The e-vector x* that corresponds to r is unique, apart from a scale 
factor, and has strictly positive entries only, if the scale factor is suitably 
chosen. 
(iv) If B, j(ll) denotes the cofactor of the (i, j) entry of the matrix 
{lid, j-ai, j} th en all B, j(r) have the same sign, for all i, j= I,..,, D, and 
none are zero. 
(v) r = r(A) is a simple root of the equation E(r) = 0. 
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(vi) The e-value r is unrepeated in modulus, that is, if .4 # r is an 
e-value of A, then 121 -c r. 
Proof of(i). By Lemma 4.2 and (4.8) there is an x* > 0 such that 
f ai,j(x*)j=r’(x*)i (i= l,..., D). 
i=l 
Hence r >O and E(r) =O. Suppose r’ is also a root of E(k)=O. Then there 
is a (possibly complex) y such that 
and so 
5 ai,jyj= (r’)’ yi (i= l,..., D) 
j=l 
14’ IYil G f a, jlYjl 
j= 1 
(i = l,..., D). 
This implies that 
lr’l <r(Iyl)dr(A)=r. 
Proof of (ii). For x = (1, l,..., 1) the left side of (4.11) is r(x). To get the 
right member of (4.11) we apply Gerschgorin’s theorem (see, e.g., [15, 
Chap. 1, Theorem 3 1 ] ), which asserts that E(A) cannot vanish if the matrix 
[I~i~i,j-a,,lfl,=, is diagonally dominant. Hence for at least one i, 
1 <i<D, we have 
/ri-ai,il < 2 ai,j 
j=l 
j#i 
and (ii) follows. 
Proof of (iii). Let x* E QD be an e-root vector of A. Then x* > 0, and 
by part (i), x* is an e-vector of A with e-value r = r(A). We show first that 
x* is, aside from a scale factor, the unique e-vector of A that corresponds 
to the e-value r and has positive entries. Indeed suppose that y is another 
of these, that x and y are linearly independent, and let 0 = mini {xJ~~>. 
Then the vector zi = (x*)~- 0(y), (i= l,..., D) has nonnegative entries, at 
least one zero entry, is not 0, and satisfies (AZ),= r’(z), (i= l,..., D). But 
then r(z) = r, and z/llzlj E Q,, which contradicts Lemma 4.2. 
To complete the proof of (iii), if y is any e-vector that is independent of 
x, then IyJ is an e-vector, whence IyI >O. Hence Iyj = cx, and therefore 
y = cx also. 
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Proof of (iv). Let x be an e-root vector of A. Then 
f a, jxj=rixi (i= l,..., D). 
j=l 
But the cofactors of the entries in some fixed row of the matrix 
(ridi, j- ai,,}Fji= 1 can be taken to be the xj’s that satisfy these equations. 
Since the solution is unique, by part (iii), these cofactors must all have the 
same sign. Repeating this argument on AT, the cofactors in each fixed 
column must all have the same sign. Hence all B,Jr) have the same sign, 
and none vanish. 
Proof of(v). By direct differentiation of (4.10) with 2 = r. 
Proof of (vi). Suppose i is some e-value of A such that llzl = r(A) = r, 
and let x be an e-vector for I,. Then 
IAl’ Ixil 6 5 a, jlxjl 
j=l 
implies that r = r(lxl). Hence IxjJ (i= l,..., D) is the unique positive e-vector 
of A for the e-value 111 = r. Thus 
I I c ai,,xj = I/l’x,l j=l 
=,g, ai, jlxj13 
whence arg(xj) = const (j= l,..., D), and after scaling, x is the unique 
e-vector that corresponds to r. 1 
5. ASYMPTOTICS OF NUMBERS OF TREES BY WIDTHS 
The purpose of the development of the theory of e-values, in the previous 
section, was to permit us to make reasonably precise asymptotic estimates 
of the growth of f(n, II), the number of trees of n vertices with width not 
exceeding D. 
First recall the generating function (3.7) 
f (I- y,,; = c f(n + l7 D, t” 
I=1 n>O i2! 
(5.1) 
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in which 
yi j = ijtjlj! (i, j= l,..., D). (5.2) 
Let 1, ,..., A., (i, j= l,..., D) be the e-values of the matrix 
A = (qj); ~~,~=ij/j! (i,j= l,.,., D). (5.3) 
Then the singularities of the rational function of t on the left-hand side of 
(5.1) occur among the reciprocals of the e-values of A. If A1 = r(A) is the 
principal e-value of A then A, is simple, and the partial fraction expansion 
of the left side of (5.1) is of the form 
; (I- Y)<;=u(t)+Z+ ,: qi(t) 
I= 1 ,=* (l -Ajt)“’ 
(5.4) 
In the above, P(t) is a polynomial, N’ d N is the number of distinct e-values 
of A, mj is the multiplicity of Aj, and qi( t) is a polynomial in t (j = 2,..., N’). 
It is important to observe that c,(D) # 0. Indeed, if we multiply (5.4) by 
I-rt and let t-+r-l we find that 
cl(D) = (rE’(r))-’ 2 B, l(r), 
S=l 
(5.5) 
where E’(r), B,, j(r) were defined in part (iv) of Theorem 4.1 above. It was 
shown there that they all have the same sign, and therefore c,(D) > 0. Now 
we can combine (5.4) and (5.1) to deduce 
THEOREM 5.1. For D fixed, the number f(n, D) of trees with n vertices 
and width < D satisfies 
f(n, D) - A(D) r(D)” (n - l)! (n-a) (5.6) 
in which 
(a) A(D) = (rE’(r))-’ Xi’= 1 B, 1(r)s 
(b) E(~)=det{x’6,~-i’/j!)p, 
(c) r = r(D) is the largest root of E(x) = 0, 
(d) Bi, j(x) is the cofactor of the (i, j) entry of the matrix 
{x?&, j - ij/j!)f. 
We illustrate with D = 2. Then E(x) =x3 -x2-2x+ 1, r(2)= 
1.8019377.., E’(r) = 4.13709.., B,,(r) = 1.24698.., B,,(r) = 0.5, A(2) = 
0.23435... Hence 
f(n, 2)-0.234345..(1.8019377..)" (n- l)! (n -+ c0). (5.7) 
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n J’(n, 2)&l - l)! 42) r(2) 
5 4.5 4.45 
10 84.5 84.6 
15 1607 1606.8 
20 30,524 30,524.g 
30 11,016,637 11,016,687 
In Table I we show some values of n, off(n, 2)/(n - i)!, and of the right 
member of t5.6) divided by (n - l)!. 
Next we want to combine these estimates with our earlier observation 
that the bandwidth of a tree is at most 20 - 1; where D is the width of the 
tree. For K fixed, it follows that the number of trees of bandwidth < K is at 
least as large as the number with width d D= (K+ 1)/2. After 
Theorem 5.2, this last number is 
(5-S) 
From its definition, the quantity r(D) must increase steadily as D + co. By 
Cayley’s theorem it must be bounded above by e ( = 2.71828..). Therefore 
r(D) must approach a limit as D + co, and again Cayley’s theorem that 
limit must be e. 
It is quite easy to refine the above statement by showing that in fact 
D 
-<r(D)de. 
(D!)‘lD 
To do this, consider just a subset of the trees of width d D, namely those 
whose profile is (1, D, D ,..., D, p), where p z II - 1 (mod D). The number of 
these trees can be evaluated, by Theorem 2.4, and compared with the 
asymptotic formula (5.6), whence (5.9) will follow at once. 
With these comments about the growth of r(D), we can translate 
Theorem 5.1 into the language of bandwidths as follows. 
THEOREM 5.2. For a fixed K > 0, the probability that a tree of n vertices 
has bandwidth < K is at least 
where A = A(K). 
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TABLE II 
D r(D) D/D!'lD 
2 1.802 1.414 
3 2.162 1.651 
4 2.346 1.807 
5 2.452 1.919 
10 2.633 2.208 
14 2.671 2.316 
22 2.691 2.430 
30 2.107 2.491 
In Table II we show some values of D, r(D), and the lower estimate 
in (5.9). 
6. THE AVERAGE WIDTH AND BANDWIDTH OF TREES 
The main results of this section are the following. 
THEOREM 6.1. If @‘n denotes the average width of trees of n vertices then 
q&l< wn<c,&-&i 
THEOREM 6.2. If 6, denotes the average bandwidth of trees of n vertices 
then 
THEOREM 6.3. Almost all trees of n vertices have width < 10 JG, 
and therefore have bandwith < 20 ,/G. More precisely, we have 
Prob(&T)~lO~~}=O -$ . 
( > 
In Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 the left members of the inequalities have already 
been proved. In Theorem 2.2 we showed that b,, > c3 .J’%, and w,, > cl ,,/% 
follows at once from Theorem 2.3. That b, -C c4 d- will follow, 
again by Theorem 2.3, from the assertion that w,, < c7 JG. Finally, 
Theorem 6.3 is even stronger than that assertion, hence the remainder of 
this section is devoted to a proof of Theorem 6.3. 
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Let us write p(n, m, k) for the probability that a tree T of n vertices has 
exactly m vertices in layer k (i.e., that (i(T)), = nz). Further let 
P,(x, z) = c 
$-l 
I p(n, m, k) x”z”’ 
n. 
(k>Oj. (6.1) 
n, m 
Then P,(x, z) = zY(x), where Y(x) was defined in (3.3). 
In the paper [S], Meir and Moon showed that 
Pk+ ,(x, z) =x exp{Pk(4 z)} (k30). (6.2) 
We propose to estimate the factorial moments of the p(n, m, k). For this 
purpose, define 
T(r,k)=;P,(x;z) 1 (6.3) z=I
Then we have the starting values 
Z-(0, k) = Y (k>O; Y= Y(x)), 
and r(O,O)=r(l,O)= Y, T(r,O)=O (r>2), T(r, I)= -K’+’ (raO), 
Z-(1, k)= Y’+l (k>O), r(2, k)= Yk+2(X - Y’)/(l- Y) (k>O). 
First we claim that the T(r, k) satisfy the recurrence relation 
r(r+l,k+l)= i T(r--j,k+l)T(j+l,k) (6.4) 
j=O 
for r, k > 0. 
To prove (6.4) we differentiate (6.2) once with respect to z, and get 
apk+l=p apk 
aZ kil 
-. 
aZ (6.5) 
Now if we differentiate (6.5) r times with respect to z, and set z = 1, we find 
that (6.4) holds. 1 
Now we will use (6.4) to estimate the growth of the F(r, k). If m is an 
odd positive integer, we will write m!! = 1 ‘3 .5 .7.. . m, and we will put 
( -l)!! = 1. The numbers m!! satisfy the recurrence 
(Zr-l)!!=‘f’(j) (2r - 2j-- 3)!! (Zj- l)!! (r > 1). (6.6) 
j=O 
LEMMA 6.1. For 0~ Y< 1, k30 and ra 1 we have 
T(r k) < (2r - 3)!! Yktr 
> 1 (l-Y)‘-’ . 
582b/42/3-8 
(6.7) 
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Proof. From the starting values of the T’s, listed above, the claim (6.7) 
surely holds for Y = 1,2, k 3 0, and also for k = 0, 1 and Y >, 2. Suppose the 
inequality (6.7) has been established for l,..., Y and for all k > 0. Then we 
assert that for every k > 1 and for 1 <h 6 k we have 
r(r+l,k)<(jZr$~i (Y+2k+ ... + Yr+2kPh+1}+Yh~(r+1,k-@ 
(6.8) 
Indeed, from (6.4) and the induction hypothesis we get 
~C j 
r-1 r (2r-2j-3)!! (2j-l)!! Y+2k 
0 (l- Yy 
+ Yf(r+ 1, k- 1) 
j=O 
Y’+ ‘k(2r - l)!! 
= (l-Y)‘-’ +YT(r+l,k-l), 
which is (6.8) with 12 = 1. 
If (6.8) is true for 1, 2,..., h then replace T(r+ 1, k-h) on the right side 
of (6.8) by the estimate that (6.9) gives if we replace k by k-h throughout, 
and the result will be (6.8) again, with h replaced by h + 1. Therefore (6.8) 
holds for 1 <h < k. Finally, in (6.8) let h = k, to complete the proof of 
Lemma 6.1. 1 
We return to the proof of Theorem 6.3. From the definition (6.3) of 
r( r, k) and of P,(x, z) in (6.1) we see that 
n-1 
T(r, k) = c n - p(n, m, k) X’Tm),. 
n, m n! 
Since this is a series of positive terms, we have 
7 p(fl, m, k) x”(m), d T(r, k) 
<(2r-3)!! Yk+r 
(I- Yy 
(2r-3)!! 
‘((I- y)r-l) 
(6.10) 
(6.11) 
in which the inequalities are valid for x such that Y(x) < 1, i.e., for which 
O<x<Cl. 
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From the functional equation Y= xe’ one can readily show that if 
x=e-l-E then as E -+ 0 we have Y(x) = 1 -A-t- O(E). Choose 
E = (u - 1)/(2n). Then for Y = O(log n), 
(2r-3)!! 2 r (1 _ y),el’o e 
(( ) 
y(~-1)4+--1)/2 
> 
(6.12) 
Now choose r = L 10 log n_l and m > 4. Then (m), -m’, and (6.11) yields, 
uniformly, 
P(F m, k) = 0 
! 
pnP + 2qr 
mrer/2 1 
If we choose m = L 10 ,:‘G J, we find that 
p(n, a 10 -JG, k) = O(K’) 
uniformly in k, where p(n 3 m, k) is the number of trees that have 2 m 
vertices in layer k. 
Then the probability that the width of a tree is > 10 d= is 
< n my p(n, 3 10 JG, k) = O(n -“). 
Hence almost all trees of y1 vertices have widths < 10 fig-k This proves 
Theorem 6.3, and a fortiori, Theorems 6.1, 6.2 also. i 
7. REMARKS AND OPEN QUESTIONS 
1”. We have seen that the average bandwidth of trees of n vertices is 
> C 4 and is < C JG. What is the precise form of the principal 
term of the asymptotic behavior of the average bandwidth? of the average 
width? We have carried out numerical calculations of the average width of 
labeled trees of n vertices for IZ d 30. The calculations were based on the 
recurrence formula that results from (3.7) if one multiplies by (I- Y)-’ 
and compares the coefficients of like powers of t, namely 
min( D, I - i ) 
F(i, r, D) = 1 ikF(k, r - k, D)/k! (7.1) 
k=l 
together with the initial conditions F(i, 1, D) = 1 (i= l,..., D). In terms of 
these quantities F(i, r, D), the number of trees of n vertices whose width is 
<Disf(n,D)=(n-l)!F(l,n,D). 
These calculations suggest that the average width is -& (e.g., the 
average width of trees of 25 vertices is 4.9383..). 
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2”. N. Dershowits and S. Zaks [3] have proved results that imply 
that for binary trees the average width and bandwidth are each <c &. 
Our thanks go to P. Flajolet for calling this work to our attention. 
3”. The conclusion of our Theorem 6.1 actually holds for more 
general classes of trees than just labeled trees. In fact the proof goes 
through without significant change for any of the “simple families” of trees 
that were studied by Meir and Moon in [S]. 
4”. What is the correct rate of approach of r(D) to e? 
5”. How many of the results of this paper can be extended to 
unlabeled trees? To labeled trees whose degrees are 1,2, 3? 
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